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Abstract The questions of whether configural and elemental
perceptions are competitive or exclusive perceptual processes
and whether they rely on independent or dependent mecha-
nisms are poorly understood. To examine these questions, we
modified perceptual experience through preexposure to mixed
or single odors and measured the resulting variation in the
levels of configural and elemental perception of target odor
mixtures. We used target mixtures that were spontaneously
processed in a configural or an elemental manner. The AB
binary mixture spontaneously involved the configural percep-
tion of a pineapple odor, whereas component A smelled like
strawberry and component B smelled like caramel. The CD
mixture produced the elemental perceptions of banana (C) and
smoky (D) odors. Perceptual experience was manipulated
through repeated exposure to either a mixture (AB or CD) or
the components (A and B or C and D). The odor typicality
rating data recorded after exposure revealed different influ-
ences of experience on odor mixtures and single-component
perception, depending both on the type of exposure (compo-
nents or mixture) and the mixture’s initial perceptual property
(configural or elemental). Although preexposure to A and B
decreased the pineapple typicality of the configural AB

mixture, preexposure to AB did not modify its odor quality.
In contrast, preexposure to the CD elemental mixture induced
a quality transfer between the components. These results em-
phasize the relative plasticity of odor mixture perception,
which is prone to experience-induced modulations but de-
pends on the stimulus’s initial perceptual properties, suggest-
ing that configural and elemental forms of odor mixture per-
ception rely on rather independent processes.
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The myriad of odorants that we encounter in our daily life
(e.g., food, surroundings, social odors, or perfumes) give rise
to a variety of percepts, which may vary according to contex-
tual and individual factors. In humans, interindividual differ-
ences in odor perception have been found to be associated not
only with age (Cain & Gent, 1991; Thomas-Danguin et al.,
2003) and health status (Doty, 2001), but also with cognitive
factors (Chrea et al., 2004) and semantic knowledge (Rouby
et al., 2005). These last two factors underline the critical role
of memory in odor processing (Wilson & Stevenson, 2003).
As in nearly all sensory systems, olfactory perceptual learning
contributes to improving our ability to discriminate between
odors and categorize them. However, odors are hardly ever
perceived alone in real life, and the olfactory system must be
efficient to analyze mixtures of tens of odorants. To do so,
configural (synthetic) and elemental (analytic) processes can
be engaged, which dramatically increases the variety of per-
cepts that can be perceived (Bushdid, Magnasco, Vosshall, &
Keller, 2014). Elemental processing of odor mixtures allows
recognition of the odors of the components, up to a maximum
of four in humans (Livermore & Laing, 1998; Livermore &
Laing, 1996). Configural processing of odor mixtures gives
rise to the perception of a new odor, specific to the
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configuration and distinct from the odors of the components
(Kay, Crk, & Thorngate, 2005). Thus, configural perception
contributes to the object recognition functioning of olfaction
(Stevenson & Wilson, 2007; Thomas-Danguin et al., 2014).

Even though the role of experience in odor processing re-
mains a central issue in olfactory research, only a few studies
have dealt with the impact of perceptual experience on odor
mixture perception. Mixture perception relies on two aspects:
the abilities to recognize components within mixtures (ele-
mental perception) and to process mixtures as single odor
objects (configural perception; e.g., Coureaud, Thomas-
Danguin, Wilson, & Ferreira, 2014; Livermore, Hutson,
Ngo, Hadjisimos, & Derby, 1997; Rabin, 1988; Sinding,
Thomas-Danguin, Crepeaux, Schaal, & Coureaud, 2011).
Most animal studies have used conditioning to show the ef-
fects of experience on odor mixture perception. Indeed, after
repeated conditioning to binary or ternary mixtures initially
perceived in an elemental manner, tested rats or catfishes no
longer generalized the learned information to its single com-
ponents, suggesting that the mixtures became perceived as
configurations (Staubli, Fraser, Faraday, & Lynch, 1987;
Valentincic, Kralj, Stenovec, Koce, & Caprio, 2000). In new-
born rabbits, it has been shown that repeated conditioning can
favor configural processing of the AB mixture (ethyl
isobutyrate + ethyl maltol; Sinding et al., 2011) known to elicit
the configural perception of a pineapple odor in human adults
(Le Berre et al., 2010; Le Berre et al., 2008). Indeed, after a
single conditioning to one component of the mixture, 2-day-
old rabbit pups selectively responded to that odorant, but they
did not respond to the AB mixture. In contrast, after a single
conditioning to the mixture, they responded both to the mix-
ture and to the component odorants. These results illustrate the
weak configural perception of the AB mixture by rabbit neo-
nates (at a specific 30/70 ratio v/v of A and B; Coureaud,
Gibaud, Le Berre, Schaal, & Thomas-Danguin, 2011;
Coureaud, Hamdani, Schaal, & Thomas-Danguin, 2009;
Coureaud, Thomas-Danguin, Le Berre, & Schaal, 2008;
Coureaud et al., 2014). However, after repeated conditioning
(three episodes) to one component, a significant proportion of
pups became able to perceive the learned element within the
AB mixture. Conversely, repeated conditioning (nine epi-
sodes) to the AB mixture improved its configural perception,
because a large percentage of pups responded to the mixture,
but only a few responded to the single components (Sinding
et al., 2011). Such experience-induced improvements of ele-
mental or configural perception were not observed with an AC
mixture, which remained elementally processed by rabbit
pups, regardless of their experience with the mixture or its
components (Coureaud et al., 2009; Sinding et al., 2011).
Overall, these results suggest that experience could modulate
the perception of some, but not all, odor mixtures.

Neurophysiological correlates of such processes have been
shown in rats without a conditioning design. Once exposed for

10 or 50 s to a binary mixture to induce habituation (i.e.,
decreased response interest toward the odor), free-breathing
anesthetized rats were stimulated to one component while the
olfactory bulb and the anterior piriform cortex were recorded
with a single electrode. Only the rats exposed to the mixture
for 50 s (a longer experience of the mixture) did not present
cross-habituation to the single components (i.e., they did not
generalize between the mixture and its components; Wilson,
2003). Supporting the behavioral data, the electrophysiologi-
cal results highlighted that the neurons recorded in the anterior
piriform cortex were still responding to the single compo-
nents, although they did not respond to the mixture anymore
(Wilson, 2003).

In humans, it has been shown that odors experienced in
mixtures transfer part of their respective odor qualities to other
odors in the mixture (Stevenson, 2001c). Indeed, subjects who
were exposed to binary odor mixtures (mint + cherry or
smoky + lemon) and who later evaluated the respective qual-
ities of the components and mixtures perceived a cherry odor
in the mint component and a smoky odor in the lemon one
(Stevenson, 2001a). This transfer of qualities between paired
odorants has been interpreted as a form of association between
the mixture’s elements, in line with configural processing of
the mixtures that is induced by coexposure and learning (Case,
Stevenson, & Dempsey, 2004; Stevenson, 2001a).
Conversely, in another study, subjects were exposed to the
components of a ternary mixture that initially elicited the per-
ception of a pineapple odor. Then they were asked to rate the
mixture’s pineapple odor quality, which was found to be lower
for subjects previously exposed to the components than for the
subjects previously exposed to unrelated odors. In that case,
exposure to the elements seemed to reduce configural process-
ing of the mixture as the result of an experience-induced en-
hancement of the components’ salience (Le Berre et al., 2008).

The effect of perceptual learning of either a mixture or its
components on the subsequent processing of the mixture as a
single object or as a collection of odors remains poorly under-
stood. Such an impact of experience on odor perception is
critical, because in ecological conditions, odorants are en-
countered in various overlapping mixtures, and their catego-
rization and discrimination are shaped by experience. A pri-
mary reason for the lack of knowledge about experiential
modulation of odor mixture perception is that these processes
are driven by various factors, such as the chemical nature of
the mixed odorants and their proportions, as well as individual
cognitive factors (Thomas-Danguin et al., 2014). A second
reason is that configural and elemental processes are overlap-
ping and most likely competitive mechanisms (Thomas-
Danguin et al., 2014). Thus, to fully understand these mecha-
nisms, we have to consider their possible interactions and
dependencies, and therefore we need to test the modulation
of both configural and elemental perception of the same odor
mixture with identical experience levels. We report here a
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study that covered different aspects of experience for both
configural and elemental perceptions. We set out to determine
how the perception of simple odor mixture models (two bina-
ry mixtures) could vary according to experience with either
the mixture or its components. The achievement of this goal
was facilitated by the use of a specific odor model—a blend-
ing mixture—that can easily be tested for experience-
dependent modulation of configural and elemental percep-
tions. We assessed whether repeated exposure to either a mix-
ture or its single components influenced the later perception of
these stimuli, depending on whether or not the mixture had
blending properties (i.e., gave rise to a configural perception).
The previously mentioned AB blending mixture (pineapple
odor; Barkat et al., 2012; Le Berre et al., 2010; Le Berre
et al., 2008) was used, as well as another binary mixture
(CD) formulated to be a nonblending mixture. Four groups
of subjects were repeatedly (over two sessions) preexposed to
the AB or the CD mixture, or to their A and B or C and D
single components. Then, subjects were tested for their per-
ception of all of the stimuli (mixtures and single components)
using a typicality rating test (Le Berre et al., 2008). More
precisely, our first two hypotheses were that preexposure to
the components A and B (i.e., exposure to the odors before
testing to induce perceptual experience) should result in re-
duced configural perception of the AB blending mixture (i.e.,
a decrease in pineapple odor typicality), whereas preexposure
to the mixture would favor its configural perception (i.e., in-
crease its Bpineappleness^). The third and fourth hypotheses
were that preexposure to the nonblending CD mixture should
induce configural processing of this mixture, which could be
observed by a decrease in the individual component qualities
(typicality) within the mixture, whereas preexposure to the C
and D single components could increase their salience in the
CD mixture.

Materials and method

Odor stimuli

All of the chemicals were of food-grade quality and were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint-Quentin Fallavier,
France), except where indicated.

Preliminary study

We set out to find which concentrations of odorants allowed
for the balanced perception of the odors carried by odorants C
(guaiacol, CAS # 90-05-1, smoky odor) and D (isoamyl ace-
tate, CAS # 123-92-2, banana odor) in the CD nonblending
mixture (on the basis of Atanasova et al., 2005). We also
checked for the appropriateness of the terms that described
the odors of C (smoky) and D (banana). Stock solutions of

single odorants were prepared as follows: 83 % w/w ratio of D
in ethanol (99 % anhydrous, European Pharmacopoeia grade;
Carlos Erba, Val de Reuil, France), whereas C was used pure
(100 %). To determine the ratio of C/D that corresponds opti-
mally to a balanced quality and intensity of the two odors, we
used six distinct w/w ratios of C/D inmixture (100/0, 87.5/12.5,
81.25/18.75, 75/25, 60/40, and 0/100). These odor stimuli were
all presented on paper strips (Granger-Veyron, France) and
placed in 60-mL brown glass vials (see below). Each vial
contained four strips of paper, each receiving 20μL of solution
(single odorant or mixture). Vials were prepared the day before
the experiment and stored in the air-conditioned room (21 °C)
where the sensory experiments were carried out. As a result, the
40/60 w/w C/D solution was selected for the main study (see
the Results, Preliminary Study section).

Main study

The stimuli used were odorants C and D, the CD nonblending
mixture (see the preliminary study), odorants A (ethyl
isobutyrate, CAS # 97-62-1, strawberry odor) and B (ethyl
maltol, CAS # 4940-11-8, caramel odor), and the AB blending
mixture, known to have a pineapple configural odor (Le Berre
et al., 2008). Stock solutions of the single odorants A and B
were prepared as follows: 10 %w/w ratio of A in ethanol, 1 %
w/w ratio of B in ethanol, and the AB mixture at a 30/70 v/v
ratio of the A and B stock solutions, respectively. The two
mixtures and their single components were used during the
preexposure sessions and tests (same concentrations).

During preexposure sessions, four odor stimuli were used
as distracters to prevent subjects from focusing on the target
odors (i.e., the exposure should induce as little cognitive pro-
cessing as possible): two complex mixtures that smelled like
hyacinth (H, a six-component mixture designed by a flavorist)
and chive (Ch, a five-component mixture designed by a fla-
vorist), and two single odorants L (D-limonene, CAS # 5989-
27-5, citrus odor) and I (isoeugenol, CAS # 97-54-1, carnation
odor). Another blending mixture, RC (six components,
smelling like red cordial, also named grenadine; Le Berre
et al., 2008; Sinding et al., 2013) was used as a control stim-
ulus during testing but not during the preexposure sessions.

The odor stimuli were all presented on paper strips placed
in Teflon bags. This method was chosen because of the tem-
poral stability of the gaseous-phase composition (Atanasova,
Langlois, Nicklaus, Chabanet, & Etiévant, 2004). Each bag
contained four paper strips, each spiked with 20μL of solution
(single odorant or mixture). The strips were placed for 2 min
under an extractor hood to evaporate the ethanol before they
were introduced into the bags, which were then filled with
17 L of pure nitrogen. The bags were prepared the day before
the first preexposure and were kept during the week of expo-
sure in the air-conditioned room (21 °C) where the sensory
assays occurred.
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Subjects

Twenty-one subjects (15 women and 6 men; mean age: 27.5 ±
7.8 years), all members of the laboratory (CSGA-Dijon), par-
ticipated in the preliminary experiment.

In the main study, 78 subjects (51 women and 27 men;
mean age: 39.9 ± 14.6 years) were first selected from a pool
of 83 candidates (general population of Dijon and surround-
ings) on the basis of their (1) olfactory abilities, evaluated with
the European Test of Olfactory Capabilities (ETOC; Thomas-
Danguin et al., 2003); (2) semantic abilities in relation to odor
(free-descriptions task; Sulmont-Rossé, Issanchou, & Köster,
2005); and (3) mental concentration ability (Bourdon test;
Lesschaeve& Issanchou, 1996). The total scores on these tests
ranged from 41 % to 93 % for the whole panel. Five candi-
dates were not selected because their scores were lower than
60 %. The 78 remaining subjects were randomly allocated to
four groups of 19 or 20.

The subjects were considered Bnaïve^ because they had no
special expertise in olfaction or sensory analysis. They were
recruited with no self-reported sense of smell problems or
allergies. Selected panelists signed a consent form but were
not informed of the aim of the study. They received compen-
sation of €10 for each hour of experimentation. The experi-
ments were carried out in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and took into consideration French laws and regula-
tions (Huriet-Sérusclat Law, France, 1988).

Experimental procedure

Preliminary study

First, to check for the appropriateness of the odor descriptors,
subjects had to describe the odors of odorants C and D using a
free-description procedure. The terms most frequently cited
were confirmed to be smoky and banana for C and D, respec-
tively. Second, they evaluated, in a counterbalanced order
across subjects, the intensities of these smoky and banana
odors in six solutions that varied in terms of C/D ratio.
Intensity was rated on two 10-cm linear scales, one labeled
Bsmoky odor^ and the other labeled Bbanana odor,^ with no
graduations but end point anchors of weak and strong.

Main study

Preexposure Prior to the test session, the four groups of sub-
jects were exposed to different target stimuli presented among
distracting ones (H, Ch, L, and I). Group 1 (G1, N = 20) was
preexposed to the AB blendingmixture, Group 2 (G2,N = 19)
to the A and B components out of mixture, Group 3 (G3, N =
19) to the selected CD nonblendingmixture, and Group 4 (G4,
N = 20) to the unmixed components C and D.

The preexposure consisted of two identical sessions sepa-
rated by a week (Fig. 1). To keep subjects blind to the aim of
the experiment, they were asked to evaluate their general
mood using the Differential Emotion Scale (Ouss, Carton,
Jouvent, & Widlöcher, 1990) and the Self-Assessment
Manikin (Morris, 1995) while they were smelling each of
the five (G1, G3) or six (G2, G4) odor stimuli. A total of 11
items were rated, corresponding to a total of at least 11 sniffs
of each stimulus per session. The presentation order of the
stimuli was counterbalanced across subjects.

Test session One week after the last preexposure session, all
subjects evaluated the AB and CD target mixtures and their
single components. Subjects performed a typicality rating task
(Barkat, Le Berre, Coureaud, Sicard, &Thomas-Danguin, 2012;
Le Berre et al., 2010; Le Berre et al., 2008) for each stimulus,
responding to the question: BIs this odor a good or a poor ex-
ample of the odor of X?,^ where X could be Bpineapple,^
Bsmoky,^ Bbanana,^ or Bred cordial.^ Subjects rated the pine-
apple typicality of AB, A, and B; the smoky or banana typicality
of CD, C, andD; and the red cordial typicality of RC on a 10-cm
linear scale (end point anchors: poor example–good example).

Eight Teflon bags, each containing one stimulus, were
evaluated by the subjects in a specific order (Fig. 1): RC first;
AB and CD in a counterbalanced order across subjects; then
A, B, C, and D; and finally RC again. The mixtures were
always evaluated before components, to avoid elemental pro-
cessing due to prior exposure to the components (Le Berre
et al., 2008). All of the groups of subjects evaluated all of
the stimuli during the test session. For the stimuli CD, C,
and D, each group was separated into two subgroups; one
evaluated the smoky typicality, and the other evaluated the
banana typicality. Repeated evaluations of RC were run in
order to evaluate subjects’ response consistency.

Statistical analysis

Sensory data were recorded with FIZZ software (Biosystèmes,
Couternon, France). Statistical analyses were conducted using R
software (version 2.10.1; R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria). Because of low numbers of sub-
jects in some groups (n = 10 for the smallest group), we used
nonparametric tests. AlthoughWilcoxon rank sum tests are usu-
ally applied as nonparametric two-sample tests, they are not
recommended due to their strict assumptions and nonrobustness
to unequal variances (Brunner & Munzel, 2000; Neuhäuser &
Ruxton, 2009). Thus, we used the Brunner–Munzel test for two
independent samples to compare the subjects’ responses be-
tween groups or subgroups for the same stimulus (unpaired data,
W). The Brunner–Munzel test is implemented in the R package
Blawstat.^ The Munzel test for the stochastic equality of two
dependent samples was applied in order to compare responses
between stimuli within a group of subjects (paired data, w). The
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R code for the Munzel test is given in Appendix A of
Marmolejo-Ramos, Elosúa, Yamada, Hamm, and Noguchi
(2013). Medians (Mdn) were calculated for each stimulus in
each group. The level of significance was fixed at p = .05; a
trend was considered when p ranged between .05 and .10. In
order to ascertain a trend, ameasure of stochastic superioritywas
used as an estimator of effect size (ES). This measure of sto-
chastic superiority between two samples estimates the probabil-
ity that a score randomly taken from the first sample will be
greater than a score randomly taken from the second sample.
The magnitude of the difference can be interpreted on a scale
ranging from .5 to 1, with a probability ranging from .56 to .64
reflecting a small effect size, a probability ranging from .64 to
.71 reflecting a medium effect size, and a probability higher than
.71 reflecting a large effect size (Marmolejo-Ramos et al., 2013).
The R code used to compute the effect size for dependent sam-
ples (ES) and independent samples (es) can be found in
Appendix A of Marmolejo-Ramos et al. (2013).

Results

Preliminary study: selection of odorant ratio inducing
elemental perception of the CD mixture

To compare the effects of experience on the perceptions of the
blending (AB) or the nonblending (CD) mixture and their

respective components, we first looked for the proportions
of odorants C and D that induced a balanced perception of
both odorants in the mixture—namely, similar intensities of C
and D odor qualities. In the internal panel describing the odor
quality of each odorant, the terms most frequently used were
Bsmoky^ (24 %) and Bbanana^ (23 %) for C and D, respec-
tively, thus confirming the appropriateness of these two de-
scriptors for the main study. When evaluating several CD
mixtures varying in C/D ratio (0/100, 12.5/87.5, 18.75/
81.25, 25/75, 40/60, and 100/0) and rating smoky and banana
odor intensities, the panel displayed differences between the
odors, especially in samples including 100 % of one odorant.
Similarly, the smoky and banana odors had different intensi-
ties in the 12.5/87.5 and 18.75/81.25 ratios. However, no sig-
nificant difference appeared in the 25/75 or 40/60 ratios (w <
1.7, p > .1). Therefore, we decided to keep the 40/60 v/v ratio
in the main study because it triggered the closest intensity
values for banana and smoky odors within the CD mixture
(w = 0.42, p = .68, ES = 0.53).

Main study: effects of preexposure on mixture or component
perception

Confirmation of the blending effect in the AB mixture To as-
sess the perceptual blending effect of the AB mixture in our
experimental conditions, we used the data obtained from G3
and G4 (i.e., the groups that were not preexposed to A and B

Fig. 1 Outline of the experimental procedure illustrating the stages of
preexposure and testing in the G1 group and only the stage of
preexposure in the G2, G3, and G4 groups, since the test session was
identical for all groups. N represents the number of subjects in each group
or subgroup. The stimuli used during preexposure were the four
distractors (H, Ch, L, and I) and, depending on the group, the pineapple
blending mixture AB, its components A (ethyl isobutyrate) and B (ethyl

maltol), the nonblending mixture CD, or its components C (ethyl maltol)
and D (isoamyl acetate). During the phase of testing, the stimuli for all
groups were the mixtures RC, AB, and CD and the single components A,
B, C, and D. In the test session, each group was subdivided in two
subgroups (as G1.1 and G1.2 from G1), and the subjects in each
subgroup had to rate the smoky and banana typicalities of CD, C, and
D, respectively
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either in mixture or separately). The subjects in these groups
rated AB as being more typical of the pineapple odor than
either A or B alone (w > –3.4, df = 38, p < .001, ES > .67;
see Tables 2 and 3 below for the median values of the pine-
apple typicality ratings). These results confirmed the blending
property of the AB mixture—namely, its configural percep-
tion—because the mixture had an odor quality that was sig-
nificantly more typical of a pineapple odor than of the single
components.

Effect of preexposure on the perceptions of the AB blending
mixture and its components Our first hypothesis was that
preexposure to the single odorants A and B could de-
crease the configural perception of the AB mixture (i.e.,
favor its elemental perception). We supposed that this
shift could be observed through a decrease in the typi-
cality rating of the pineapple configural odor specific to
the mixture. Our second hypothesis was that, converse-
ly, preexposure to the AB mixture could favor its
configural perception, which might be experimentally
observed through an increase in the typicality rating of
the pineapple odor of that mixture.

In line with our first hypothesis, the pineapple typicality of
the AB mixture rated by G2 subjects (preexposed to odorants
A and B) was lower than that rated by the three other groups
(Fig. 2). The decrease in typicality was significant in G2 as
compared with G4 (p = .046), but with a small effect size (ES
= .59). However, the decrease in pineapple typicality did not

reach the significance level in G2 as compared with G1,
preexposed to the AB mixture (p = .12, ES = .53; see
Table 1). Thus, preexposure to the single components A and
B reduced the pineapple typicality of the AB mixture. In con-
trast with our second hypothesis, subjects preexposed to the
AB mixture did not evaluate the AB mixture as being signif-
icantly more typical of pineapple than did those preexposed to
CD (G1 vs. G3, p = .65; Table 1).

It must be noted that the pineapple typicality of odorants A
and B remained relatively low, regardless of the group
(Table 2). Moreover, the pineapple typicality of the AB mix-
ture was higher than that of its components, regardless of the
preexposure condition, in G1, G2, and G4 (p < .04, ES > .68;
see Tables 2 and 3 for the medians). Overall, these results
indicate that the configural processing of the AB blending
mixture was maintained after repeated exposures to AB.

Effect of preexposure on perceptions of the CD nonblending
mixture and its components Aswith the AB blendingmixture,
we tested the hypothesis that preexposure to CD or to
its single components could later influence the percep-
tion of these stimuli. We hypothesized that the elemen-
tal perception of CD could be improved after previous
exposures to components C and D, which might be
assessed through an increase in the smoky or banana
odor typicality of the mixture. However, this effect did not
appear: The smoky and banana typicality of the CD mixture
remained undifferentiated after preexposure to the single odor-
ants C and D, as compared with preexposure to A and B (G4
vs. G2, p = .24; Table 3, Fig. 3).

In contrast, we predicted an improved configural per-
ception of CD after preexposure to this mixture, as
reflected by a decrease in the smoky and banana odor
qualities carried by C and D, respectively. In other
words, we expected that subjects preexposed to the
CD mixture (G3) would rate the smoky or banana odor
typicality as being lower in the CD mixture than would
subjects preexposed to a distinct mixture, the AB mix-
ture (G1). However, the results indicated that subjects in
both groups did not rate the smoky odor of CD differ-
ently (p = .26; Table 3), but G3 subjects evaluated the
CD mixture as being more typical of the banana odor
than did G1 subjects (p = .08, ES = .76; Table 3). In addition,
whereas G2 and G4 subjects, preexposed to the single odor-
ants A and B and the single odorants C and D, respectively,
gave similar smoky and banana typicality ratings to the CD
mixture, G3 subjects, who were preexposed to the CD mix-
ture, evaluated this mixture as being more typical of banana
than did G4 subjects (p = .03, ES = .79; Table 3). Thus, only
preexposure to the CD mixture induced a modification of the
mixture perception, leading to higher banana odor typicality
than smoky odor typicality.

Fig. 2 Pineapple odor typicality ratings of the AB mixture, composed of
the odorants A (ethyl isobutyrate) and B (ethyl maltol), evaluated by
subjects preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and B (G2; N =
19), CD (G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20). The two darker gray
groups were considered controls in this analysis, because they had not
been exposed to A, B, or AB. The black lines inside the boxes represent
the medians. The upper and lower boxes represent the 75 % and 25 %
quartiles. Dotted lines over the boxes range from a maximum of 1.5 times
the interquartile distance, and notches represent 95% confidence intervals
for the medians. Gray dots represent the individual ratings of subjects
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Preexposure to the CD mixture did not modify the smoky
and banana typicalities of components C and D, respectively,
as compared with preexposure to AB (G3 vs. G1; Table 4,
Fig. 4). Consequently, preexposure did not influence the later
perception of the odorants C and D when they were evaluated
separately (i.e., out of mixture).

Interestingly, a significant effect of preexposure was ob-
served for G3 subjects (preexposed to CD) when they later
rated the nonrelated odor qualities of the single components.
Indeed, preexposure to CD increased the banana typicality of
the smoky-smelling odorant C as compared with preexposure
to odorants C and D (for comparisons of G3 vs. G4 and G3 vs.
G2: ps = .02, ESs = .71; Table 5, Fig. 5). A similar trend,
supported by a medium effect size, appeared for G3 as com-
pared with G1 subjects, preexposed to the AB mixture (p =

.08, ES = .66; Table 5, Fig. 5). The reverse effect relative to the
smoky quality of the banana-smelling odorant D was never
noted. Thus, preexposure to the CD mixture conferred a ba-
nana odor to the smoky-smelling odorant, but not the reverse.

Discussion

In this study, we aimed to examine whether configural and
elemental processing of two simple models of binary odor
mixtures are modulated by experience. More precisely, we
investigated the influence of prior perceptual experience with
either single odor components or their mixture on the
configural or elemental perception of blending (AB) or
nonblending (CD) binary mixtures and on the perception of

Table 2 Median (Mdn) values of pineapple typicality rating of the odorants A (above the diagonal) and B (below the diagonal), evaluated by subjects
preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and B (G2; N = 19), CD (G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20)

Groups were compared with the Brunner–Munzel test for independent samples (W: parameter of the Brunner–Munzel test, df: degrees of freedom, p: p
value). ES represents the effect size estimated through a measure of stochastic superiority (.56 ≤ small ES < .64, .64 ≤medium ES < .71, .71 ≤ large ES;
see the Materials and method section).

Table 1 Median (Mdn) values of pineapple typicality rating of the AB mixture evaluated by subjects preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and
B (G2; N = 19), CD (G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20)

Medians were compared with the Brunner–Munzel test for independent samples (W: parameter of the Brunner–Munzel test, df: degrees of freedom, p: p
value. ES represents the effect size estimated through a measure of stochastic superiority (.56 ≤ small ES < .64, .64 ≤medium ES < .71, .71 ≤ large ES;
see the Materials and method section)
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their components. Our results showed an impact of perceptual
learning on the later processing of both mixtures and single
odorants. However, this effect was clearly modulated by the
initial blending properties of the mixture.

Effect of experience on the perception of the AB blending
mixture

First of all, our data supported the configural processing of the
AB mixture, and therefore confirmed its blending status dem-
onstrated in previous studies (in humans, Barkat et al., 2012;
Le Berre et al., 2010; Le Berre et al., 2008; in rabbits,

Coureaud et al., 2011; Coureaud et al., 2009; Coureaud
et al., 2008; Coureaud et al., 2014). Interestingly, we found
here that the configural processing of this mixture was effec-
tive regardless of preexposure conditions, because the pineap-
ple typicality of the mixture was higher than that of the com-
ponents in all groups of subjects.

Nevertheless, significant differences in the pineapple typi-
cality of the mixture appeared to be conditional upon
preexposure, a result that highlights the influence of percep-
tual learning on mixture perception. Specifically, the pineap-
ple typicality of the AB mixture decreased for the subjects
previously exposed separately to the components A and B,

Fig. 3 Banana odor and smoky odor typicality ratings of the CDmixture,
composed of C (guaiacol) and D (vanillin), evaluated by subjects
preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and B (G2; N = 19), CD
(G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20). The two lighter gray groups were
considered controls in this analysis, because they had not been exposed to

C, D, or CD. The black lines inside the boxes represent the medians. The
upper and lower boxes represent the 75 % and 25 % quartiles. Dotted
lines over the boxes range from a maximum of 1.5 times the interquartile
distance, and notches represent 95 % confidence intervals for the me-
dians. Gray points dots represent the individual ratings of subjects

Table 3 Median (Mdn) values of smoky (above the diagonal) and
banana (below the diagonal) typicality ratings of the CD mixture
composed of C (guaiacol) and D (vanillin), evaluated by subjects

preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and B (G2; N = 19), CD
(G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20)

Groups were compared with the Brunner–Munzel test for independent samples (W: parameter of the Brunner–Munzel test, df: degrees of freedom, p: p
value). ES represents the effect size estimated through a measure of stochastic superiority (.56 ≤ small ES < .64, .64 ≤medium ES < .71, .71 ≤ large ES;
see the Materials and method section).
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as compared with the subjects preexposed to unrelated odorants
(C and D) or to the AB mixture itself. This result bolsters the
hypothesis that preexposure to A and B components could
decrease the configural processing of the AB blending mixture,
an effect already observed with a ternary blending mixture in
humans (Le Berre et al., 2008), and also in rabbit neonates with
the same binary AB mixture (Sinding et al., 2011).

However, repeated exposure without conditioning did not
seem sufficient to entail fully elemental perception of the mix-
ture, since it was still rated as being more typical of pineapple

than of its elements. Therefore, these results suggest a shift of
perception from a strong configural perception toward a weak
configural perception of the AB mixture (Kay et al., 2005;
Sinding et al., 2011). In other words, the AB configuration
might become less perceptually impenetrable, whereas the
odorants become increasingly distinguishable in the mixture.
This phenomenon could be the result of subjects paying in-
creased attention to some salient attribute(s) of the mixture
(Stevenson, 2001b). Indeed, perceptual learning of single
components can improve olfactory quality discrimination

Fig. 4 Congruent terms for odors: Banana odor typicality ratings of
odorant D and smoky odor typicality ratings of odorant C, evaluated by
subjects preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and B (G2; N = 19),
CD (G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20). The two lighter gray groups
were considered controls in this analysis, because they had not been
exposed to C, D, or CD. The black lines inside the boxes represent the

medians. The upper and lower boxes represent the 75 % and 25 %
quartiles. Dotted lines over the boxes range from a maximum of 1.5
times the interquartile distance, and notches represent 95 % confidence
intervals for themedians. Gray points dots represent the individual ratings
of subjects

Table 4 Congruent terms for odors: Median (Mdn) values of smoky
(above the diagonal) and banana (below the diagonal) typicality ratings of
the incongruent odorants C (smoky like odor) and D (banana like odor),

evaluated by subjects preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and B
(G2; N = 19), CD (G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20)

Medians were compared with the Brunner–Munzel test for independent samples (W: parameter of the Brunner–Munzel test, df: degrees of freedom, p: p
value). ES represents the effect size estimated through a measure of stochastic superiority (.56 ≤ small ES < .64, .64 ≤medium ES < .71, .71 ≤ large ES;
see the Materials and method section).
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(Rabin, 1988). Subjects exposed to A and B components out of
mixture could have perceived more distinctly the specific odors
of each of the individual odorants in the mixture, in addition to
the configural pineapple odor. Some neurobiological findings
lend credit to this hypothesis. In adult rats, elements of a mix-
ture became more salient after exposure, as indicated by less
overlapping bulbar patterns of each component (Mandairon,
Stack, & Linster, 2006). Indeed, bulbar patterns could reflect
odor identity before any higher-order modulations. Odors with
similar bulbar patterns also smell more alike (Frederick, Barlas,
Levins, & Kay, 2009). The saliency of components that favor

elemental processing after previous conditioning to these com-
ponents has also been observed in studies with honeybees
(Faber, Joerges, & Menzel, 1999; Fernandez, Locatelli,
Person-Rennell, Deleo, & Smith, 2009) and lobsters (Derby,
Hutson, Livermore, & Lynn, 1996).

The results obtained after exposure to the AB mixture sug-
gested that Bexperience^—at least the experience induced by
the present number of exposures to AB—cannot improve the
configural perception of the mixture. Indeed, in contrast to
what we expected, we did not observe an increase of the pine-
apple typicality of the AB mixture in subjects preexposed to

Fig. 5 Incongruent terms for odors: Banana odor typicality ratings of
odorant C and smoky odor typicality ratings of odorant D, evaluated by
subjects preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and B (G2; N = 19),
CD (G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20). The two lighter gray groups
were considered controls in this analysis, because they had not been
exposed to C, D, or CD. The black lines inside the boxes represent the

medians. The upper and lower boxes represent the 75 % and 25 %
quartiles. Dotted lines over the boxes range from a maximum of 1.5
times the interquartile distance, and notches represent 95 % confidence
intervals for themedians. Gray points dots represent the individual ratings
of subjects

Table 5 Incongruent terms for odors: Median (Mdn) values of smoky
(above the diagonal) and banana (below the diagonal) typicality ratings of
the incongruent odorants D (banana like odor) and C (smoky like odor),

evaluated by subjects preexposed to AB (Group 1, G1; N = 20), A and B
(G2; N = 19), CD (G3; N = 19), or C and D (G4; N = 20)

Groups were compared with the Brunner–Munzel test for independent samples (W: parameter of the Brunner–Munzel test, df: degrees of freedom, p: p
value). ES represents the effect size estimated through a measure of stochastic superiority (.56 ≤ small ES < .64, .64 ≤medium ES < .71, .71 ≤ large ES;
see the Materials and method section).
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AB (G1), as compared with groups preexposed to the A and B
components separately (G2) or to another mixture (CD).
Neither did we observe any significant influence of mere ex-
posure to AB on the pineapple typicality of the single A and B
components. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the pineapple
typicality of AB did not decrease, which suggests that the
configural perception is still favored in the subjects preexposed
to the mixture. Several reasons could explain the lack of im-
provement in experience-induced configural processing of the
mixture. First, the way in which subjects are preexposed and
the Bstrength^ of the preexposure may be involved. The
amount of preexposure to AB may be insufficient to enhance
its configural processing. Indeed, in a study using newborn
rabbits, such an improvement in configural processing only
emerged after nine repeated conditionings to the AB mixture,
which was initially processed as weakly configural by the pups
(Sinding et al., 2011). The context of this preexposure could
additionally modulate the strength of the encoded concepts. In
the case of rabbit pups, the mammary pheromone was used as a
reinforcer during associative conditioning to the odor mixture
(Coureaud et al., 2009; Coureaud et al., 2008; Coureaud et al.,
2014), which was likely to produce strong conditioning due to
the critical biological value of this natural and maternal odor
signal for neonates (Coureaud et al., 2010; Coureaud et al.,
2006). In contrast, the preexposure of human subjects consisted
of a mere exposure repeated twice, without pairing with any
reinforcing agent. Second, one cannot exclude that a develop-
mental effect may contribute to the relative plasticity of the AB
configural perception observed in newborn rabbits but not in
human adults. Third, the task of typicality rating may limit the
proper visualization of a higher configural perception, since a
scale edge effect may have inflected our results. Indeed, to be
rated as more configural, the AB mixture should have obtained
a typicality score greater than 8 (maximum median value ob-
served here, 10 being the possible maximum value), which is
unlikely. This methodological issue might be overcome by
using complementary methods, such as a similarity test or a
free-sorting task (see Sinding et al., 2013, for tests of a six-
component mixture). A free-sorting task would allow for
assessing the similarity between the mixture and its compo-
nents, and we could expect that the group preexposed to the
mixture would consider the mixture more distant perceptually
from its components than control groups would.

Effect of experience on the perception of the CD nonblending
mixture

The results obtained with the CD nonblending mixture were
used to assess whether experience influences the processing of
a mixture that is initially processed elementally (i.e., that
carries both the banana and smoky odors). First, preexposure
to the CD mixture had a clear effect on its later perception.
However, contrary to our initial assumption, the CD

perception did not become strictly configural, since perception
of the smoky odor decreased while that of the banana odor
increased. Nevertheless, interestingly, subjects found that after
preexposure to the CD mixture, the single odorant C carried a
light banana odor, although its initial quality was typically
smoky. This transfer of quality between the paired compo-
nents was not found after separate preexposures to C and to
D. Such quality transfer has already been shown after repeated
exposures to cherry/smoky or lemon/smoky binary mixtures,
resulting in subjects later evaluating the cherry or lemon odors
as also being smoky (Stevenson, 2001a). According to
Stevenson (2001a), this transfer of quality between paired
odorants could result from an association between the mix-
ture’s elements, which is reconcilable with configural process-
ing of the mixture induced by coexposure and learning.
Therefore, one may wonder whether the experience-induced
transfer of quality from D to C noted in the present study is a
form of weak configural processing of the CD mixture.
Experience-induced transfer of qualities between stimuli has
also been described when pairing odors and tastes. In that
case, an odor can acquire the perceptual properties of a taste
through the formation of a configuration (flavor) from the
smell and taste elements (Prescott &Murphy, 2009). The con-
figuration is learned and is stored in the brain as a specific
pattern that is not independent of its elements and could be
reactivated by each of them (Small & Prescott, 2005).

Conclusion

We determined here that both elemental and configural per-
ceptions can be modulated by experience without condition-
ing in humans. However, the type of mixture processing (i.e.,
whether it is initially blending or not) strongly modulates the
effect of experience. Our results suggest that both elemental
and configural perceptions operate along a continuum and rely
on rather independent but nonexclusive processes. On the ba-
sis of the results reported here, and with the help of similar
odor models and experimental designs, one could attempt to
localize the neural substrates of configural and elemental per-
ceptions in humans.
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